WMS facilitates you to easily manage your inventory via computers and smartphones. You can record inventory movements and check stock balance to avoid either overstocking which may cause unnecessary carrying costs, or inventory shortage causing you to lose sales opportunities.

**Smart Dashboard**
A dashboard screen summarizing all activities and showing a notification when item quantity is below safety stock control level

**Movement Control**
Receiving, picking, transferring inventory and quantity adjustment

**Support Serial, Lot, Barcode**
Receiving unit can be specified in both serial and lot. Product barcode printing is available.

**Support FIFO and Expiration Date**
Picking products by FIFO or expiration date according to the system suggestion

**Support Traceability**
Checking product quantity, list of products less than the specified quantity, and value of inventory according to base price

WMS is suitable for factories, entrepreneurs and stores selling or buying products and need to control and check inventory.